
 Saturday, November 27, 2010 

At the Mesa Fire Station from 7pm to 9pm 

www.meetup.com/phoenix-ufo-group    

 

TALES OF LONG AGO  “ The Great UFO Picture Show”   
Presenting 20 of the best photographs and videos of UFOs from Jim’s investigations.      

How to use computers in UFO investigations.  History 

of image analysis techniques.  How to test pictures and 

video.  How to use the Internet to conduct UFO 

research.  The top 100 UFO Internet sites will be 

illustrated.  How to cross-correlate data between 

different Internet sites.  Advanced use of Search 

Engines.   How to conduct background checks on 

witnesses and investigators.     Plus- filtering 

information on the Internet where Truth and Fiction and 

Slander are intertwined.  A little bit history, a little bit 

visionary, and a little bit twisted.   Instant-information 

and visual-gratification junkies welcome.  

A real treat in history and info-tainment. 
 

What Its all Gonna Be Like Someday;  
When will disclosure about UFOs happen.  Will there really be a 

big disaster  in 2012.  Are there really aliens, angels, and ghosts 

at the same time?   Who’s who in the war against America.  Will 

the aliens ever attack?   Can we really have peace in the 

neighborhood?  Who is Santa Claus really? 

 

 

Bio: 

Jim Dilettoso is one of the best known figures in UFO Research.  For over 30 

years he has been  recognized as one of the leading analysts of UFO Pictures and 

Video.  He has appeared on many TV Broadcasts, including Sightings, Discovery, 

A&E, UFO Hunters, MTV, CNN.   He is known in  the UFO community as an 

innovative researcher and effective communicator.   Never without controversy, 

his work on the Billy Meier case, the Phoenix Lights, and  Mexico City UFOs 

have helped raise the visibility of UFOs into the mainstream.  In his other life, at 

Village Labs, Jim works in Image Processing, Architecture, Agriculture, and 

Sonochemistry.  He has worked with Marcel Vogel, Wendelle Stevens, NASA-NIAC, Michael Bozarth, 

ASU,  FEMA  and the Moody Blues.    

contact toso@cox.net  

 

Join us for an exciting and informative evening…  

Including a special surprise with Jim interviewing a special guest. 

http://www.meetup.com/phoenix-ufo-group

